
Forest control

CONTINUOUS INVENTORY
"Today I have grovn taller from walking
with the trees."

. . .Karle Wilson

Milwaukee . Wis. November. 1QSQ No.

ACCOMPLISHMENT PLANS ARE IMPORTANT

Detailed plane of work with the anticipated
accomplishment should be made at the begin-
ning of every CF1 project. Records like the
one attached have a wonderful effect on the
work done each day. Many times last fall
the rains threatened to hold up our work*
yet not a single day was lost because of
rain. All of the crews braved the bad
weather, headed for the woods and always
brought heme at least a portion of their
daily plot quota. The men all knew how
easy it was to fall behind and how difficult
to catch up. Our work program and accom-
plishment record kept them informed. It
gave them incentive to keep producing. We
recommend most heartily this system of work
projecting and accomplishment to the many
users of the CFI system.

Lynn Sandberg, Manager
Forestry Division
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copy ho.



FORESTER NEWMAN BERGH - A THOROUGH CFI ORGANIZER FOR CELOTEX.

HERE IS A REVIEW OF HIS WORK PLAN AND ITS COST OF ACCOMPLISHMENT

A PORT-A-PUNCH PROJECT

THE TIME AND THE CREW FOR THE WORK

The Celotex CFI project 'was completed between July 8 and November 2f 1958# with

84 days of actual field work. There were 4 crevs for the total period and an

extra crew for 32 days. In addition, there was constant inspection and check

of the crews by a chief of party.

DESCRIPTION OF THE 242,256 ACRE PROJECT AREA

The Celotex lands are in northern Michigan. The forest consists almost entirely

of northern hardwood, spruce-balsam fir and aspen stands. Most of the hardwoods

have been cut either clear or on a heavy selection basis, only one-eighth of the

total acres remaining uncut at the time of the inventory.

The terrain is rolling to hilly with heavy brush and young growth cover. Mach

partially decayed slash cluttered the ground and access to the plots was difficult

foot travel slow. While the area was fairly well roaded, almost half of the

gflnt.ft vere more than one mile from the nearest travelable road. In general the

forest may be considered one of more than average difficulty for permanent plot

work.

The tally was heavy, averaging 28 trees 5" and larger per l/5-acre plot. A few

sawlog size trees occurred on most of the plots. The stand averaged 13 cords per

acre of all timber sizes. Over 22,000 trees were Port-a-Punehed on 758 plots,

of which only l4 were complete blanks.

THE RATE OF PLOT ESTABLISHMENT

The Celotex plots were established at an average rate of 2.1 plots per crew day,

variations by crew ranging from 1.8 to 2.3 plots. The crews averaged 4-1/2

hours per plot and this ranged from 3*8 to 5*5 hours. The company wishing to

establish the estimated time for a similar project will find these figures

applicable with plots of similar size, where a single plot grid at 57 chain

intervals is used and where the terrain, accessibility and volumes per acre

correspond.

THE CASH OUTLAY FOR THE WORK

>308 1 of orange location line paint $ 998.57

72 gallons of outside white paint 351*02

10 gallons of spray gun cleaner 12.36

5 aluminum measuring poles 18.24

1380 gallons of gasoline for company cars 386.40

expenses and mileage for personal cars 1284.05

employment of tally men for the project 4080.00

cost of Port-a-Punch cards and plates 160.00

cost of Port-a-Punch boards 50.00

cost of data processing 2498.48

CASH OUTLAY - TOTAL COST $ 9,839*12

The cash outlay per plot was $12.98. In addition to this cost, 4 to 6 regular

company men contributed a part of their time to the project. This roughly

calculated contribution and the cash outlay combined to make a total project

cost of $30.72 per plot.

CAL STOTT,
Forester
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